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This was a Christmas present for my mom. She loves color and coloring by number because it

relaxes her. She said the pictures are huge and the whole experience is very soothing. I would

recommend this product for anyone over the age of 7.

I should have bought a bundle with this color counts, my next purchase will definitely be one of the

bundles because I like these so much. recommend that you have a lapdesk or table of some sort

that you are able to color on as some of the pages are the width of 2 pages.

Hi there, Iam a special needs adult. I love any kinda of art work. I prob have only 4 books left to out

of all the books. I normally don't don't complain abt anything I buy unless it makes me very upset.

I've never had these prob until now.. I wish they cld replace these but that's not going to happened

anytime soon..These 3 books I received the worst.if u sell books they need to put the product in

something that won't be getting like this to anybody else.i was shocked when I picked them up out

of a mail box just in a plastic bag. Bye doing that the ends of the books were torn n bend over on

sides. Ruining them.Very dissapointed

I actually bought this for myself. I am retired and have severe knee problems. I get bored quite

easily so I thought I would try something that would keep my mind and hands occupied. My

grandsons also like these. I do use the pencils and not the markers. The numbers are quite small so

if you have really poor vision, these may not be for you. The pictures are not something you can just

sit down and do in an hour. There is a lot of bang for the buck in one book.

If you like coloring and paint by number you will love this. You can take out the perforated page and

use marker, crayon or pencil. I have used all three. It is just fun and challenging for anyone.

I color to relieve stress and these books are great! I love that each one comes with two of the same

pictures so you can color one without the numbers all over it! Hope they come out with more books

just like this!!

I have several of these books (Landscapes, Garden and Travel the World) and this one and Travel

the World are my favorites. If you like drawings with a lot of small, detailed spaces to color then you

will love this one.



this is good for me the adult as my inner child loves it as well! came quick and luv centering myself

with it i look forward getting more!
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